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Reflecting upon the 2020/21 school year, I will forever be in awe of the new ground that 
students and teachers explored with us amid a sea of changes confronting them. Bravery, 
a modicum of trust, and resiliency were required by all at every turn in the road. 

In early 2021, vaccines remained a promise in an unseeable future. Students had ended 
their second semester of remote learning. Educators were gleaning as much as they 
could about their upended professional practice. The devastating void—of community, 
socialization, structure, and support—was taking its toll. We asked how to create 
meaningful programming in those tenuous times when the overarching objective for many 
teachers was simply to hang on, to accomplish whatever they could with whomever they 
could. Uncertain, we ventured forth.

Our Chicago Shakespeare Slam was conducted entirely online. Central tenets of this 
program—community-building and collaboration—had to be translated to a distance 
learning experience. Our teacher coaches and their students came together to create a 
collaborative virtual production of Shakespeare’s Hamlet, becoming a community that 
transcended isolation. SLAM provided a sense of purpose larger than themselves—and 
gave students the words of Hamlet to help them express their own solitary experiences. 

We brought performances and drama-based activities to classrooms, online. Our two 
adaptations of Macbeth and Julius Caesar, I, Banquo and I, Cinna (the poet), gave us the 
opportunity to return to our digital Stream & Study platform to reach out to teachers 
across the country. Adaptations offer a unique lens into how artists and readers can 
imagine their own stories in response to Shakespeare’s. Feedback from teachers and 
students was overwhelmingly positive, grateful for these fresh approaches.

Our teachers showed such willingness to take their own learning online, too. With 
Bard Core’s seventeenth cohort of Chicago Public School educators, we held the fifteen-
hour seminar virtually—and look forward to one day bringing this remarkable group 
together at our Theater. One-time workshops hosted online, including our first focused on 
teaching Shakespeare in an anti-racist classroom, were popular and broke new ground. 

These reinvented programs served to support, unite, educate, and connect. We 
maintained ties with hundreds of teachers as we expanded our reach to a new group of 
educators. We are taking the lessons learned from this historic year, making our work 
more adaptive, more responsive, and more imaginative. We venture forth, again, and 
thank you for the support you give to us to make it all a reality. 

Marilyn J. Halperin
Director of Education 

Ray and Judy McCaskey Chair
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DURING THE 2020/21 ACADEMIC YEAR, TEAM SHAKESPEARE 
PARTNERED WITH...

173 SCHOOLS
INCLUDING 44 CPS SCHOOLS

4.5K+
TEACHERS AND STUDENTS

 
For the past three decades, Chicago Shakespeare Theater has been deeply 
invested in improving literacy skills and making complex text and the 
performing arts accessible to all. Team Shakespeare education initiatives 
focus on improving literacy in area schools through comprehensive, 
impactful programming utilizing theater practices and social learning to 
engage reluctant and struggling readers. Chicago Shakespeare works with 
schools in historically and systematically under-resourced communities that 

have experienced inequities in education resources.

TEAM SHAKESPEARE
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

ON AVERAGE, TEAM SHAKESPEARE PROGRAMS ENGAGE...

200+ teachers 
in professional 
development

300+ teachers and 
students

through SLAM

40K+ students
with performance 

opportunities



SHELDON AND BOBBI ZABEL BARD CORE PROGRAM

Chicago Shakespeare Theater’s professional development program for 
Chicago Public Schools (CPS) English, Special Education, and English as a 
Second Language teachers wrapped up its 17th year in 2020/21. Bard Core 
focuses on equipping teachers with arts and drama-integrated strategies to 
better engage students with Shakespeare and other complex texts. During 
the 2020/2021 school year, Bard Core was held virtually, with teachers 
meeting with Chicago Shakespeare staff and theater artists over Zoom. 

Since the program’s inception in 2004, 367 teachers from 132 high schools 
and—starting this year—6 middle schools have completed Bard Core, 
reaching an estimated 1 million students across Chicago.

“I wanted to find a way to inspire students 
as well as a way to make Shakespeare seem 
relevant. I gained so much more! I now have 
materials to make all learning more relevant 
and fun. The different strategies that I learned 
are bringing a new level of community to my 
classroom.”

- Teacher, Canty Elementary School

Teachers engage in scene work during virtual Bard Core
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VIRTUAL TEACHER WORKSHOPS

In addition to Bard Core, Chicago Shakespeare also offers accredited 
training sessions, free of charge, to Chicago’s teachers and teachers-in-
training. The strategies learned are applicable to any Shakespeare or other 
challenging texts. Chicago Shakespeare’s Education Team creates a learning 
laboratory where teachers can try drama-based, Common Core-aligned 
teaching strategies. Chicago Shakespeare’s scholars-in-residence often lead 
these workshops, lending their expertise to a specific aspect of learning and 
teaching Shakespeare.

During the 2020/2021 school year, 58 teachers from 51 schools participated 
in these workshops.

2020/21 TEACHER WORKSHOPS:

Remotely Improv! Activating Text with Improv-inspired Play
Wednesday, October 28, 2020
Chicago Shakespeare’s Education team led this workshop that encouraged 
educators to connect literacy skills with those of improv. Teachers were 
given theater-based, active tools to help their students unlock deeper 
meaning of complex texts.

Text Work 101
Thursday, February 25, 2021
Theater professor and director Kevin Long devoted an entire workshop to 
crack open layered language, breaking down the specific meaning of text 
in the Bard’s plays. Encouraged to play with alliteration, stressed syllables, 
monosyllabic lines, and other signatures of Shakespeare’s writing, teachers 
practiced basics of text work to deepen their understanding.

Facing Shakespeare, Facing Ourselves
Tuesday, March 9, 2021
In Chicago Shakespeare’s first teacher workshop dedicated to anti-racist 
teaching practices, educators were encouraged to ask essential questions 
in teaching Shakespeare and inspiring their students to center their own 
perspectives as they engage with and interpret Shakespeare’s plays.
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CHICAGO SHAKESPEARE SLAM

In January 2021, 224 students and 62 teachers from 39 high schools came 
together to create two unique, collective productions of Shakespeare’s Hamlet 
for our fourth annual Chicago Shakespeare SLAM. The SLAM is a creative 
ensemble-based program that enables participants to successfully master a 
complex text like Shakespeare and to build self-confidence, communication 
skills, and academic engagement. By working with Chicago Shakespeare’s 
Education team, students learn how to analyze Shakespeare’s works and 
create their own unique takes on his plays.

In 2020, SLAM went entirely virtual. Through weeks of online collaboration, 
rehearsals, and workshops throughout a semester of remote learning, students 
had the opportunity to tell their own stories through the Bard’s classic tragedy. 
The two productions, featuring two different “casts” of teams, were streamed 
on our website and YouTube on January 13 and 14, 2021.

“Through SLAM, I was able to share my voice through 
my Hamlet scene, as well as in group hangouts. My 
ideas were brought to life and my thoughts were heard. 
I will remember it as something incredible. Even in this 
challenging time, we created a work of art and formed a 
unique and special community of ‘Slammers’.”

- Student, Warren Township High School

Students rehearsing for SLAM
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STREAM & STUDY

Our second year of Stream & Study was a success throughout 2020/2021. 
Through streamed performances and teaching materials such as handbooks 
and discussion prompts, Stream & Study accomplished:

    •   Bringing Shakespeare from the page to the stage to help students 
         engage actively and meaningfully with complex text

    •  Exposing students to professional theater —the first time for many

    •   Increasing interest and understanding of Shakespeare and/or live 
 performance

    •   Increasing students’ self-confidence, communication skills, and 
         academic engagement 

    •  Reaching beyond Chicago and was offered nationally

In 2021, our new digital productions I, Banquo and I, Cinna (the poet) were 
made available to students and teachers online. These productions, focusing 
on supporting characters from Macbeth and Julius Caesar, respectively, 
gave students the opportunity to further explore the creative adapting and 
retelling of the Bard’s works. Throughout the 2020/2021 school year, 4,112 
students and 72 teachers participated in the program.

Dan Waller in I, Banquo Julian Parker in I, Cinna (the poet)
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As Chicago-area schools face continued challenges from both internal and 
external forces, Chicago Shakespeare Theater is committed to partnering 
with educators and administrators to ensure that students throughout 
Chicago are equipped with the tools they need to unlock complex texts. Our 
vision for Team Shakespeare is that Shakespeare’s work should be accessible 
for people across all generations and cultural backgrounds. By connecting 
English teachers and theater practitioners and encouraging students to 
visualize, imagine, and play, we can transform Shakespeare’s texts into 
dynamic, exciting, and relatable stories. 

From all of us at Chicago Shakespeare Theater, thank you for your support 
of Team Shakespeare. Your generous partnership fuels our important work 
with teachers and students across Chicago and beyond. While art unites us in 
shared experience, it also has the capacity to empower and inspire the next 
generation. Your support is helping us expand our programming to reach 
even more Chicago-area students and teachers.

THANK YOU



LEAD TEAM SHAKESPEARE SPONSORS

MAJOR TEAM SHAKESPEARE SUPPORTERS

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT PROVIDED BY

Arts Midwest, BP, Helen Brach Foundation, Butler Family Foundation, 
Crown Family Philanthropies, Fifth Third Bank, First Midwest Bancorp, 

The Grover Hermann Foundation, Brenda and James Grusecki, 
The Malott Student Access Fund, Mazza Foundation, 

Pritzker Foundation Team Shakespeare Fund, and 
The Segal Family Foundation Student Matinee Fund

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT


